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Van Tassel fills empty
SGA president seat
■ ELECTIONS

continued from Page 1

Tuition Forum),” she said.
Van Tassel’s ideas included an open house
for students to meet their SGA meetings.
“Students should know who their class repre
sentatives and officers are,” she said.
Van Tassel said the main attribute she
wants to work for this year as president is
making SGA more visible on campus.
Beaudoin begun this by requiring at least
two SGA members to attend every activity and
event on campus.
“We are still planning on trying to follow
the SGA Initiatives that Borneo co-authored
with me, that includes our goals internally and
externally, and implementation,” Beaudoin
said.
Travers said he would like to work on
improving the image of SGA this year.
With Borneo, the new SGA e-board has
some reorganizing to do before they make any
decisions, according to Beaudoin. “The whole

thing just makes me want to work3000 times
harder,” she said.
Van Tassel said that she is assuming the
position to president, not filling in where
Borneo left off. “SGA is notJay Borneo,” Van
Tassel admitted.
“I think Alayna will be an excellent presi
dent,” Class of200 Representative Caroline
Corayer said. “She’s hard-working and I think
she’ll get things done.”
Also new to SGA, is an ad hoc committee
to look into university’s access for students
with disabilities. SGA Class of2003 President
Michael Dempsey mentioned that a student
with disabilities brought it to his and Van
Tassel’s attention that the university was not
up to code with the American Disabilities Act.
Van Tassel and Dempsey plan to draft a
letter from SGA to Dean of Students Nancy
Stoll about the subject and investigate further
the accessibility of Suffolk for students with
disabilities.
Following the SGA meeting, a closed cau
cus was held for solely SGA members.

Suffolk forges Jumpstart
Boston service partnership
Suffolk University and Jumpstart Boston
signed a partnership agreement today to help
encourage student to volunteer to work with
young children. As the highlighted event ofthe
second SOULS Service Fair, the partnership
signing was used to call attention to the
Jumpstart program.
Executive Director of Jumpstart Bob
Giannino hopes that this will draw more stu
dents to volunteer to read to inner-city chil
dren.
. “This is the first time one ofthe funding s ites
has ventured into a deep partnership with a
university,” he said. “The students are the
reason why we identified Suffolk as one of the

universities we wanted to partner with first. ”
Dean ofSmdents Nancy Stoll was on hand
to participate in the official signing of the
agreement. “We wantto engage the campus in
communityserviceandleaming,” shesaid. She
also credited the climate of service that
Jumpstart offers as attracting students.
Giannino said “It’s exciting to be a part of
it now. We both believed in each other as
institutions. I hope that Suffolk feels commit
ted now to Jumpstart as an institution.”
“Jumpstart works well with Suffolk and its
workethic,” he continued. “Hopefully we can
continue to engage the students to work with
preschoolers.”

Lance Morganelli - Journal Staff

SGA Vice President Carla Beaudoin swears in the newly-elected SGA
President Alayna Van Tassel at Tuesday's SGA meeting. Van Tassel
defeated SGA Treasurer Erik Travers and SGA Secretary Pete Morello in a
10-3-2 vote.

WSFR remains silent
■ WSFR

continued from Page 1

installingalotofnewequipmentandputting
us in good shape.”
Sproule is frustrated with the how slow
the process has progressed from the time of
the initial applications and throughout the
summer. “I felt like Donna [Schmidt, Direc
tor ofStudentActivitiesjputusoff. Cornelius
and I were good candidates,” Sproule said.
“I’m upsetthatnoone knows where it’sgoing
now.”
“There’s no excuse. 'The radio station has
been dormant for the past year,” he contin
ued. “I would leave SGA. I would because it
means that much to me, but it is a big
decision.”
Wakhbelieves that his past experience as
Music Director should place him as general
manager. “I think I deserve it after all the

work I did over the past four years,” he said.
“There is no real competition by any one
outside the current e-board.”
Meadows is hopeful that WSFR can
overcome this rocky start to his first year as
advisor to the station.
“We are trying something new this year.
Even if you don’t want to be a DJ, we are
trying to find other ways to grow, ” Meadows
said.
'These include helping maintain contact
with record labels, organizing the CDs the
radio station receives daily and promoting
the station throughout the university.
WSFR willalso allow students to work at
the station while getting credit towards their
degree. Meadows is hopeful that students
will utilize this class to be more active in the
radio station and gain experience that will
help them with their careers.

Borneo withdraws $1200 from SGA account
■BORNEO

continued from Page 1

under the circumstances.”
Eastman approached Borneo, who showed
him theA'IM card, butdeniedusingit. Eastman
then confronted Schmidt, who began to inves
tigate the situation. “I knew what I saw and felt
Donna should be aware of the situation,” he
added.
“I immediately contacted the bank to ask
for duplicate statements to verify this informa
tion, so I could start the investigation,” said
Schmidt. “The student activities office started
to research this, getting the statement, asking
for the bank to report on the account, cancel
ing any ATM cards and explaining this is an
account that never requested an ATM card,
and terminating it.” Schmidt added that
Borneo also destroyed the ATM card.
After being confronted by Schmidt, Borneo
wrote a check to SGA for the money he with
drew. Schmidt was oblivious to the fact that
Suffolk did not receive SGAbank statements
over the summer.
: According to SGA Vice President Carla
Beaudoin, Borneo did two things wrong. He
used the ATM card, while not allocating for the
money through SGA if it was if fact for sup
plies. “Borneo did not inform his fellow SGA
members of the withdraws or make an alloca
tion to be used for supplies. 'That is why it is
wrong and why he has to pay it back,” Travers
added.
However, Borneo never mentioned why he
needed the money or what for, according to

Beaudoin. “I have seen no records of these
supplies,” she added.
All expenses need to go before SGA, ac
cording to Beaudoin. “We have an SGA eboard emergency fund of $250 if something
comes up, but it has to be replenished by SGA
afterwards. And that is only to be used in
emergency situations.” Borneo did not inform
his fellow e-board members that the situation
was an emergency.
Schmidt left the obligation of telling the
other SGA executive board members up to
Borneo. “I honored his request in telling them
himself,” she said. However, Borneo never told
his e-board. Travers and Beaudoin, after find
ing out from a third-party source, were forced
to confront him. Since Borneo or Schmidt
never told SGA, they were left to piece it
together on their own. “I don’t think it was
Donna’s responsibility to tell us,” said
Beaudoin. “Jay owed it to us at least to tell us.”
“ I became part ofthe situation right before
he resigned and found the rest about an hour
later,” Travers explained. “And I told Carla
the rest of it.”
Having discovered Borneo’s actions from
outside sources, Travers and Borneo said they
felt more hurt. “ I was surprised that he would
do a thing like that,” said Travers.
“As far as finding out that day, I needed to
investigate before I was ready to say ‘OK I think
this is what happened,’” said Beaudoin. “But
my initial reaction was shock. ”
Schmidt said that Borneo’s presidency has
never come under suspension before; thus she

was surprised to discover his actions. “I don’t
know if there was a word to explain how I feel,”
she admitted. “There are a lot of different
emotions I felt. 'This was abad judgment by Jay
and a big mistake.”
'The SGA e-board and Schmidt relayed the
events to its members in a closed caucus after
Sept. 19 meeting. “We felt they deserved the
right to know. We felt they needed the inti
macy, not the formality of an open meeting,”
said VanTassel. “It’s aserious issue and needed
to be treated in a different manner.”
' TTie SGA e-board is powerless in punishing
Borneo since he has returned the money and
is no longer a member of the organization. “As
a student leader, I think what he did was
ethically wrong,” Corayersaid. “Andheshould
be held to the same standards that any other
studentwouldbe.”
The SGA e-board is now reorganizing its
association in response to Borneo’s actions.
“There are some detaib that we need to work
out, but for the most part the investigation is
complete,” said Travers.
Members of the SGA e-board are now
taking additional steps to assure that similar
problems will not happen again. “With Fleet,
there is another step in checking how the
money can be with drawn. Weare applying this
to all transactions. (The bank) know s they have
to checkand double check,”Schmidt explained.
“It is unfortunate that that didn’t happen
before.”
Currently, the SGA president and trea
surer, along with the director ofstudent activi

ties, are the only people who have the power to
sign checks for SGA. Corayer and Borneo still
had check-signing jjower until Wednesday
when it was transferred to Travers and Van
Tassel, the new SGA president. “Two out of
three people have to sign that check,” said
Beaudoin. “It think what we are going to try
and make happen is that it is the treasurer and
the director of student activities more often
who sign the check. And only as an emergency
procedure, the president.”
Travers added that an attempt must be
made to contact the treasurer, before the
president can sign the check. 'The new e-board
will change the treasurer’s manual.
In reaction to Borneo’s actions, many SGA
members are questioning his leadership. “I
thought that Borneo had been improving the
image of SGA over the past two years and by
what he did, everything we worked for has been
destroyed. It’stiow like we’ve wasted our time,”
said Corayer. “Being involved in student activi
ties, I have held all student leaders on a pedes
tal,” said Beaudoin. “It is very difficult to see
someone fall like this.”
Many SGA members felt that Borneo’s
resignation speech was overdone. “It’s unfor
tunate that the SGA members were not able to
show Borneo their real reactions to the situa
tion,” Beaudoin said.
“I knew the truth and felt that everyone was
praising him and I wanted everyone to know it
was undeserved,” Corayer added. “I think it is
ridiculous that he walked out to a standing
ovation and room of tears.”
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Caught Red-Handed
Former president Borneo caught stealing $1,200-plus from SGA
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Jason Borneo resigned at last
week’s Student Government Asso
ciation meeting as president not be
cause of stress, grades or being over
worked, but because he stole at least
$ 1200 from the SGA account and
was caught.
Borneo was not present for the
Sept. 19 SGA meeting, and is not
allowed to participate in the organi
zation, according to Director ofStu
dent Activities Donna Schmidt.
Borneo did not return phone calls
and was unreachable for comment.
Under her authority, Schmidt
had the power to force Borneo to
resign from SGA and return the
money, both of which have already
happened. “The rest is in the hands
of Dean Stoll,” said Schmidt.
Schmidt informed Dean of Stu
dents N ancy Stoll of the matter and
she is currently deciding the proper
actions that should be taken con
cerning Borneo’s behavior. Stoll
declined comment at press time.
During the turnover from
BankBoston to FleetBoston in May,
after classes convened, Borneo re
ceived an ATM card, along with the
bank statements from the SGA ac
count to his home.
“There was a computer glitch.
Jason Borneo also had a BankBoston
account and his personal account
alsogotchangedovertoFleet,”newly-

I THOUGHT THAT Jay [BoRNEO] HAD BEEN IM
PROVING THE IMAGE OF SGA OVER THE PAST
TWO YEARS AND BY WHAT HE DID, EVERYTHING
WE WORKED FOR HAS BEEN DESTROYED.

IfS

NOW LIKE WE VE WASTED OUR TIME
- SGA Representative Caroline Corayer
elected SGA President Alayna Van
Tasselsaid. “Itmust have been some
kind of computer glitch, since his
name is first on the SGA account.”
The SGA account had the names
of Borneo, outgoingSGATreasurer
Caroline Corayer and Schmidt on
it. Due to alphabetical listings,
Borneo’s name was listed first, thus
he received the ATM card, according
to Van Tassel.
The SGAaccount is listed under
“small businesses” at FleetBoston,
explained Van Tassel. “Thecardwas
sent automatically to Jay’s house,”
shesaid. “Itgoesautomatically, itwas
not requested.”
However, two other sources said
Borneo deliberately changed the
address of the account to his own.
Also, no ATM card was sent to
Corayer, Schmidt or SGA office. “I
see no reason why he had to take
money out with an ATM card for
SGA purposes,” said Corayer. Other

sources believe Borneo used the
money for non-SGA related pur
poses.
A record that Borneo received
the ATM card was made clear after
he activated the card and made nu
merous withdraws from various
ATMs throughout the city, includ
ing debit withdrawls from places such
as the Red Hat.
“He took out the money on dif
ferent occasions and claimed the
money was for SGA-related items,”
said SGA Treasurer Erik Travers.
“He said he never spent the money
and that is how he was able to pay the
money back.”
According to Corayer, SGAallocated $550 for supplies for the entire
year. “Never before have we needed
that much money for supplies and I
do not know why he would need that
much over the summer,” she said.
Schmidt first became aware of
Borneo’s actions when his

Niambi Edwards - Journal Staff
Former SGA President Jason Borneo is all smiles after he
announced his resignation at the Sept. 12 SGA meeting,
housemate, T.J. Eastman ap
proached her. Eastman had discov
ered the SGA statements with
Borneo’s name upon them at his
home, detailing the ATM withdraws
totaling $ 1200, plus the numerous
debit charges to the Red Hat and
other businesses during the month
of May. “ I had to fill three criteria in

my mind before completing this, in
cluding maintaining my friendship
with Jay, upholding my own moral
agenda and representing my SGA
constituents properly,” Eastman
said. “ I feel I did the best of my ability

BORNEO
continued on Page 2

WSFR still running in neutral Van Tassel elected
new SGA president
By Alisha Cox
Journal Staff

After more than six months of indecision and
confusion, Suffolk Free Radio is still doing exactly
what itwas doing last year. Nothing.
WSFR still does not have a general manager, a topic
thatwas discussed atTuesday’s general meeting. The
position was subject to some debate last semester after
no one applied by the deadline set by the Student
Activities Office. Music Director Cornelius Walsh said
at the time that he deliberately did not apply for the
general manager position.
Walsh was in the process of trying to change the
organizational structure. “I envisioned a more demo
cratic station where we would not have this ridiculous
hierarchy that the school requires where one person
just calls the shots,” he said. “This is what kept the
station back. 1 want a position where myself and the
other two music directors [Kurt Erickson and Jon Bell]
would have held an equally shared leadership posi
tion.”
He was surprised when George Sproule applied for
the position after the deadline had passed. As a result.

]n»
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Walsh contested the application and decided to run
for it himself.
Sproule applied even though he was ineligible to
hold the position of general manager and his current
spot as representative for the Class of2003 in Student
Government Association. If he becomes appointed
general manger, he is not allowed to be an elected
member of SGA, a rule spelled out in the Student
Handbook.
WSFR’s advisor Communication and Journalism
Professor Michael Meadows hopes the general man
ager position is filled soon. “Certainly some of the
returning people from last year might be in line for
that position. It’s always nice when you have some
body who has been in the organization in that posi
tion,” he said. “But everybodyshould consider hand
certainly apply.”
“Until the general manager is elected, we’ll be in
minor limbo,” Meadows continued. “A lot didn’t
really happen last year. Over the summer, several
people have been involved in moving the station.

WSFR
continued on Page 2

By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Class of 2001 Representative
Alayna Van Tassel was elected Stu
dent Government Association presi
dent at yesterday’s SGA meeting af
ter Jason Borneo resigned at last
week’s meeting.
Van Tassel defeated SGA Trea
surer Erik Travers and SGA Secre
tary Pete Morello in a 10-3-2 vote by
the SGA board.
The three presidential candidates
were nominated atthe Sept. 13 SGA
meeting after SGA Vice President
Carla Beaudoin declined the nomi
nation.
“I chose to decline the nomina
tion because I feel that the president
position is a full-time job,” Beaudoin

Opinions & Editorials
Jamie sweats with Clearview77,
while Jeremiah jams with Phish in
Mansfield.
Pages 4-5

Ned is back and he’s bitter as ever,
and Glenn argues his constitutional
rights.
Pages 6-7

mm

said. “I knew that I would not be able
to give the job the time it deserved
due to my other commitments atthe
time. The vice president position is
much more behind-the-scenes and I
know that I can put all of my energy
into it because I was expecting it.”
According to Van Tassel, the new
SGA executive board had not met
yet; thus she was not aware of their
goals for the year.
“It’s going to be an uphill battle,
but at least it is in the beginning ofthe
year,” Van Tassel said. “Judge us in
May, not after our first meeting.”
“I think we need to have more
public events like the Open Forum
for Campus Issues (formerly the

ELECTIONS
continued on Page 2

S P O R.TS
Women’s Volleyball gears up for
opener, and the Games take over
Sydney.
Page 11-12
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Jewish minister joins interfaith department
By Joe Sgroi
Journal Staff
The Suffolk Jewish Society wel
comed AileneS. Gerhardt, Director
of Regional Student Services for
Hillel Council of New England (a
foundation for Jewish campus life),
atit’s “BagelBreak” meeting onTuesday.
The Office of Campus Ministry
and Interfaith Center has an
nounced that Gerhardt will be the
Suffolk University Coordinator for
Jewish Life this 2000-01 academic
year.
According to Gerhardt, as Direc
tor of Regional Student Services it is

her job to be Hillel coordinator of
Jewish Life on College Campuses that
do not have full time Hillel Jewish
Professionals.
In addition to her work here at
Suffolk, she is also the Hillel Director
at the University ofNew Hampshire
as well as at the University of Massa
chusetts at Dartmouth.
In addition to these responsibili
ties, Gerhardt also advises Hillel’s
Regional Student Board made up of
students from all over New England
that meet monthly to plan programs
and advertise what has happened
with Jewish life on other Campuses.
How this all fits into Jewish life
here at Suffolk according to

Gerhardt is by “helping get the Suf
folk Jewish Society off the ground,
being a resource to them, being an
advisor to them.”
There has been no official Jewish
organization at Suffolk since the early
90s, according University Chaplain
Amy Fisher.
“There has been an unofficial
J ewish organization on campus con
stantly since the early 90s, but it has
never been defined vis a vis the Stu
dent Activities Office and having a
constitution,” Fisher continued.
SophmoreAlyssa Cohen has been
trying to get an official Jewish organi
zation going at Suffolk since she
started here lastyear. Cohen said she

Pestefano establishes
Preforming Arts Council
By Lana Quenneville
Journal Staff
Due to a rising interest in the
performing arts at Suffolk Univer
sity, the M semester sees the advent
of a new Performing Arts Pro
gram. Dirertedby Chris Destefano,
the Performing Arts Program
hopes to provide an outlet for
students wishing to become in
volved in the arts community.
Destafano, an eight year vet
eran at Suffolk, has spent the past
several yearsworking with the The
ater Department. He was ap
proached, he says, by many stu
dents who were seeking perform
ing opportunities that the theater
simply did not have the capacity to
offer. “I realized it was a small
department,"hesaid. “It’sstillcontinuing to grow and they’re work
ing hard to CTeatenewprograms.”
■ In response to immediate de
sires, Destefanoapproached Dean
of Students Nancy Stoll and pro
posed the aeation of a new, stu
dent modeled, performing arts
program, Stoll was enthusiastic
about the opportunity and hired
Destefano to coordinate the ven

ture. “The point is to create a whole
range ofperforming arts programs,”
Destefano said.
Stoll agreed with Destefano.
“We’ve heard for the past two or
three years that students wanted
opportunities to explore their tal
ents,” she said. “I’m just pleased we
have a very capable person and the
range of programs.”
Destefano will head theprogram
along with an executive secretary, a
publicity secretary and a financial
secretary. The council positions have
notyet been Med. Beneath the direc
tor and three officer, each program
will be responsible for having a rep
resentative to report to the council
on the progress of their group.
Destefano hopes the format will
promote student involvement and
input on how the programs should
be run. “For getting our programs
out on campus, this performing arts
council will be key,” he said.
Projects for the Performing Arts
Program are already in the works for
the fall and spring semesters. An
Improvisational Comedy Troupe,
tutored by a member of the Boston
groupThelmprov Asylum,isoneof
the programs ready for launching.
Others Include a children’s theater

groupworking in conjunction with
SOULS, mystery dinner theater
working in conjunction with Pro
gram Council, Fall-Fest, and the
the Suffolk University Chorus.
Future programs being consid
ered are an a capella singing group,
university coffee houses, a regular
soap opera, a dance group, a step
group, a chamber music group,
and continuation of the Suffolk
Theater Ensemble Workshop.
Some confusion is expected be
tween what the theater department
offers and what the Performing
Arts Program will provide. Stu
dents will be encouraged to partici
pate in both areas, however. The
benefits, Destefano said, are both
an increased opportunity for stu
dents, as well as the newness of the
program. “To some degree we’re
making it up as we go along," he
said. “[Thestudents] canreallyhelp
me shape what [the program] is.”
Stoll hopes the Performing Arts
Program will give students an op
portunity for to interactonseveral
levels. “We’rehopingtobringthe
Suffolk [performing arts] commu
nity together,” she saidL “There’s a
lot of potential for the bigger Suf
folk Community.”

Suffolk Police Log
September 13 -18
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 13
12:53 a.m. American Alarm
calls regarding alarm sounding at
NESAD. Student forgot her bag.
1:15 a.m. Fire Alarm pulled
150 Tremont Street, 4''“ floor. No
suspect. Case Closed.
8:22 a.m. Fire Alarm sounding
at NESAD. Nothing found.
2:20 p.m. Reports of trash fire
in front of 8 Ashburton Place.
4:54 p.m. Reports of fire alarm
8 Ashburton Place.
7:18 p.m. Reports of trash fire
8 Ashburton Place.
8:00 p.m. Received a complaint
regaurding a class room light on in
Donahue. Turned light off.
8:30 p.m. Fire Alarm sounding
120 Tremont Street. No suspects
found.
9:02 p.m. Trash can fire still
smoldering from 8 Ashburton
Place.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 14
No entries for the day.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 15
9:26 a.m. Reports of a computer
tampered with 148 Cambridge
Street. No Suspect. Case closed.
10:05 a.m. Reports ofthree indi
viduals harassing and spitting at stu
dents 120 Tremont Street. No Sus
pects.
5:54 p.m. Report of a drunk
person in Fenton building.
8:15 p.m. Reports of a medical
assist 150TremontStreet. Person is
sent to New Englang Medical.
11:45 p.m. American Alarm calls
rgaurding alarm sounding at
NESAD. Cleaners opened the door.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 16
7:07 a.m. Reports of fire alarm
120 Tremont Street.

8:45 a.m. Alarm sounding at
NESAD. Student pulling on door.
5:07 p.m. Alarm sounding at
Donahue. Nothing found.
8:50 p.m. Alarm sounding at
NESAD, basement backdoor.
Cleaners set off alarm.

met Gehardt last year through Hillel.
“She was an integral part ofreally
pushing [the Suffolkjewish Society]
along,” said Cohen.
“ Even though she was notyet part
of the Suffolk Community, she was
totally the driving force, showing me
where to go.”
Gerhardt says the Suffolkjewish
society is on its way to becoming an
officail organization here at Suffolk.
They have connected with the Na
tional Hillel Office in Washington
DC which provides resources to all
Jewish organizations on college cam
puses affiliated wit it.
This includes local and national
conferences like the Isreal 2000 pro

gram which provided 600 U.S. stu
dents, including three from Suffolk,
with a ten day free trip to Israel.
“We have Christian organizations
and Muslim organizations and now
we are officially creating our Jewish
organization,” said Fisher. “I very
much respect Ailene for the vision
and energyshe brings to this task and
she is just fun to have around.”
Gerhardt received her master’s
degree at Brandeis University in
Waltham, MA and is a 1999 gradu
ate of the Benjamin S. Hornstein
Program in Jewish Communal Ser
vice at Brandeis. She will be on cam
pus and accesible to students two
Tuesdays of each month.

COP lacks leaders
By Shyam Pushpanath
Journal Contributor
As of last Thursday’s meeting.
Council of Presidents was still look
ing to fill their vice-chairperson and
secretary executive board positions.
The existing executive board decided
to delay elections for another two
meetings so that new members can
become familiar with the allocation
process and the whole concept of
COP and then they can decide to run
ifthey wantto.
It was announced at the meeting
that further nominations would be
postponed until Oct 14. This an
nouncement comes after resignations
from halfof OOP’s executive board.
There are currently two candidates
running for the position of secre
tary, but no one for vice-chairper
son.
Chauntee Rowlinds was nomi
nated for the position ofvice chair
person at the first COP meeting but
was forced to withdraw her name
from the elections. Rowlinds, who is
vice president of Black Student
Union, can not hold a position on
COP’sexecutive board due toaclause
in cop’s constitution. It stipulates
that the executive board can not
consist of two members from the
same club or organization. OOP’s
current treasurer Stevenson Greene
is also BSU’s president.
According to chairperson Atosa
Ashmadi, there is nothing in the
COP constitution that states you
can not have allocations if you lack
a complete executive board. How

ever, Ashmadi explained, there are
duties that are specific to these posi
tions that need to be performed.
Until the Oct. 14 elections, she along
with Greene will assume responsibil
ity for all of the positions.
“There are two things that we can
do,” Ashamdi said. “The first thing
would be for the rest of the e-board
to accept the responsibilities.”
“Some ofthe clubs and organiza
tions have new e-board members
who are notfully familiar with COP
and we don’t want to pressure any
one into running for a position just
so that they can have allocations,”
said Ashamdi. “If someone doesn’t
like what they are doing but they just
get into it because theywantto make
allocations and have events, then it is
just not correct and we did not want
people to feel that way.”
Sheila Elysse and Harolin Sosa
are running for secretary. Ashmadi
assured that there was interest in the
position of vice-chair, so they will
have an operating executive board in
place by Oct. 14.
Mima Masghati and Undine
Pawlowski were elected to their re
spective positions of vice chairper
son and secretary last semester, but
had to resign. Masghati feltshe would
have too many responsibilities being
vice chairperson of COP in addition
to president of Program Council.
Pawlowski had to step down after
becoming a part-time student. Being
part of an executive position of a
club requires full time student stams.
JoeSgroicontributed to thisarticle

Student Dental Plan
Buicoi'i Uivvei's'^y Scf :<ol of Dontal ML'ditui

The Student Dental Plan at Boston Univershy School
SUNDAY, SEPT. 17
12:01 a.m. Reports of an odor
ofmarijuana9'‘'floor 150Tremont
Street. Nothing found.
2:24 a.m. Reports of an odor
ofmarijuana 7'‘“floor 150Tremont
Street. Three individuals removed.
2:56 a.m. Reports of an odor
ofmarijuana 7'‘'floor 150Tremont
Street. Nothing found.
MONDAY, SEPT. 18
6:15 p.m. Reports of a suspi
cious male in the ladies bathroom
Donahue 3"^ floor. Nothing
found.

of Dental Medicine is an affordable way for you to get
quaihy dental care. For more information or to enroll
online, go to http://dentalschool.bu.edu and click on
"patients." Or calk

617/638-4698
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Garage sweat produces
good Clearview 77 debut
By Jamie Canu
Journal Staff
Ifyou ask most people, they can not tell you
where they were when they first realized they
had just heard one of the many great bands. I
still remember when and where I was when I
heard every one of my favorite bands for the
first time.
I was in a friend’s basement building a
skateboard when he popped in a cassette tape
that he had swiped from his brother, a radio
DJ. The music was hard, so hard it made you
want to kick a hole in steel. He didn’t like the
band, but I loved them. Today, I still have that
early press release of Social Distortion’s first
album.
Sometimes people, as I could with that
band, can just feel it in a band’s music whether
they will make it, or break. I also experienced
this feeling when I first saw Clearview 7 7.
The first time I heard them, the band was
the opening act for a show. But they didn’t play
like a typical opening act. They had so much
confidence and attitude in their music that
they left the following acts looking like Moody
Blues cover bands.
After their set I was baffled. I had to go over
and shake the singer’s hand because the band
impressed me so much. I didn’trealize it at that
point, but I was shaking the hand ofa member
of one of the top bands of the night.
CV77 is definitely the bestband you are not
listening to. Knowing this, shouldn’t you do

something about it? They have one CD out
now, and an EP in the final stages that you can
explore until you are able to hit the Big Apple
to catch one of their shows.
Their debut self-titled album is the product
of five years of hard work and garage sweat.
Anthony Bagarozza fronts the band with vo
cals and rhythm guitar. The bands amazing
guitar riffs are the property of lead guitarist
Amilcar Ortiz. Leaving beat specialists Tomiriy
Lee and Frank Messina, who lay down the law
on bass and drums respectively.
Bagarozza is CV77 ticket to the top. His
singing and song writing talents have matured
far beyond his years.
All the music in the band is written coopera
tivelywith each member developing the song to
adapt it to their given talents. Bagarozza is
mostly responsible for the lyrical content.
CV77’s style is what gives the band its’ original
ity.
While the first song, “Walk Away” sounds
Blink 182-esk, the sbcth song, “OrdinatyGuy”
can only be classified under a Clearveiw song.
The vocals are harmonized while the drumbeat
is hard and the guitar is fast and funky.
“We don’t set out to sound like any band,
butwhen you listen to a band so much theyjust
influence the way you play music,” Lee com
mented.
“Who’s to Blame?” really opens your mind
to wonderment of the band’s future. The
band takes the words meant for a love poem
and intertwines them into a song that breaks

/
down all the boundaries ofpunk rock and true
love.
Though Brooklyn may not seem like a
bustling punk-scene, CV77 still gets to rock
their old neighborhood by renting local halls
and putting on shows for loyal fans.
The band’s new release a three-song un
titled EP, displays an already maturing artistry
from the band. Featured on the album are
“Another Story”, “Friday Night”, and Dead
End Chump. ” The EP is a venture by manager

and produce Roger Miret ofAgnostic Front to
get the band signed by a major label. It should
be available to buy in a few weeks offthe band’s
websitewww.clearview77.com.
Clearview 77’s style of play can only be
described in eight words. “We like to do it
Brooklyn punx style,” said Messina.
Lee added, “Forme, I justwanttobe in the
position to play my music. We’re just four kids
in the neighborhoodwho just love to play

music

Crowe makes “Almost Phish jams Mansfield
Famous” worth seeing with two amazing shows
By Ilya Popov
Journal Contributor
Inaworldwheredhemajorityofthe films
suck, “Almost Famous" is one of those rate
adiievements-Itisafilmthatisactuallyworth
seeing.
This could have been a truly horrific film,
but director Cameron Crowe weaved it into
anabsolutelyfentasticexperience.Neveronce
does the film slip in quality. Something that
could have easily happened in the hands of a
less capable director.
The entire story based on Crowe’s early
yearsworkingforRoUingStone magazine. He
deserves a pat on the back for not grossly
exaggerating hisexperiences. Qrowedoesmake
some changes to script to separate reality
from the film.
In movie, the main character’s name is
William Miller, instead of Crowe using his
own name. The band being followed is a
fictional on-the-rise group by the name of
Stillwater, in place of Led Zeppelin.
The story reflects on the heyday of rock
and roll with a coming of age experience. In
this venue, Crowe has succeeded admirably.
Headlining the cast are the three principal
players around whom the story winds. New
comer Patrick Fugit stars as the novice rock
journalist William Miller, the character mir
rored by Crowe. GuitaristRussell Hammond
played by Billy Crudup and the mysterious
Penny Lane played by Kate Hudson are the
other key characters to watch.
Filling out the supporting cast are lead

singer JeffBebe Qason Lee), groupies Polexia
and Sapphire (Anna Paquin and Fairuza
Balk), Lester Bangs (Philip Seymour
Hoffman), William’s sister Anita (Zooey
Deschanel) and William’s mother Elaine
(Frances McDormand).
There is something absolutely refreshing
about “Almost Perfect.” It never loses it’s
innocent tone and consktently entertains
without playing to the lowest common de
nominator. Crowe has insured that his film
willstand outabove the rest byachieving the
highest quality possible from each of the
factors that determines the overall impact of
a film: a stellar cast, superb acting, an intelli
gent script, restraint, and above all, honesty.
While ‘Almost Famous’ may not go down
in film annals as a classic, it will most certainly
be remembered for its high level of quality.
This is the real thing folks.
Although the film may have its flaws, they
are rather insignificant by the time the final
credits rolldown thescreen. Lee and Paquin,
both accomplished and talented screen ac
tors, should have received more screen time.
Thefinalfewminutesofthefilmappeared
to be rushed. Crowe wrapped things up too
quickly and neatly, without fully resolving
various character plots.
Overall, this is a film that by no means
should be missed. Whenyou spread the news
of this film to all your friends, remember
what legendary rock CTitic, Lester Bangs said
in the film and consider it. “The only true
currency in this bankrupt world is what we
sharewith someoneelse when we’re uncooL”

By Jeremiah Pond
Journal Contributer
Veteran jam band rockers Phish swept
through Mansfield for a two night stay that
showcased the talented improvisationalstyle
of the group from Vermont. The shows took
place at the Tweeter Center, which was packed
on both nights.
Monday’s set included many of Phish’s
more widely known songs such as Rift, Horn,
Muma Dance, Chalkdust Torture, and You
Enjoy Myself, mbced in with a lot ofunconven
tional and more obscure material.
The set on Tuesday had fewer big name
Phish songs, though they did play their newest
single “HeavyThings,” abuoyantmne off their
release “Farmhouse.”
This single has raised the ire of a section of
Phish’s longtime fan base, due to its heavy
rotation play on some radio stations. Some of
these fans feel alienated by the success of this
single and claim the band is selling out to
appease radio stations and record labels.
Whether Phish is selling out or not, the
band played an amazing set Tuesday. They
opened with the powerful Wolfman’s Brother,
which was interspersed with unrehearsed jam
sessions between the members of the band:
Trey Anastasio, Jon Fishman, Mike Gordon
and Page McConnell.
In fact, each song contained many instru
mentaljam sessions that made thesetso incred
ible. The lesser known material provided a
looser framework in which Phish could do
what they do best, jam.
Probably one of the most amazing mo

ments of Phish’s performance came when they
played an instrumental interpretation of the
theme from the film “2001: ASpace Odyssey.”
They made this easily recognizable theme into
an intense rock song complete with psychedelic
light display that captivated the crowd.
Another of the highlights is a solo on the
vacuum cleaner during the song Bike from Jon
Fishman, the talented percussionist of the
group.
Phish’s instrumental virtuosity and mind
bending lyrics combined withavery adept light
show to make their concerts at Mansfield
extremely entertaining experiences for a dedi
cated Phish devotee or a newcomer to the
group’s music.
Trey Anastasio, Mike Gordon, and Mike
Fishman began the group Phish when they
were college students at the University ofVer
mont. Jeff Holdsworth an original member of
the group, later bowed out and made room
for Page McConnel, the prodigious keyboardist
of the group.
Page’s entrance into the band in the early
stages was met with some resistance from Mike
Gordan and Mike Fishman, but later they
changed their views on the role ofa keyboardist
in the band.
In the mid eighties the band began releasing
self promoted albums such as A Picture of
Nectar and Junta. Through constant touring
and the release o many more discs such as Lawn
Boy, Billy Breathes, and Rift the band grew a
nafionwide grassroots fan base reminiscent of
The Grateful Dead. Today Phish fufills an
important role within the jam band commu
nity.
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B.B. King Blues Fest brings blues legends to Boston
By Roger Myers
Journal Contributer
There’s not much better, on a cool, clear
September night, than an outdoor blues con
cert. Of course, it certainly goes up a notch
when the performer happens to be B.B. King
and the event is his BluesFest 2000.
. Last Wednesday and Thursday evenings,
Boston was treated to a pair of great concerts
by one of the hardest working musicians ofthe
last fifty years. The show was held at Fleet
Boston Pavilion, or what most locals are more
familiar with as Harborlights.
Unlike many venues, where you’re so far
from the stage thatyou’d be better offwatch
ing MTV in your living room, Harborlights is
relatively intimate while still allowing a large
concert plenty of room.
Buddy Guy, a world-renowned guitarist
and headliner in his own right, got the show off
to a top caliber start with an hour long set of
some ofhis classic work. His show was energetic
and relatively hard rocking, wrapping up with

a rousing rendition of Hendrix’s “Voodoo
Chile”.
Buddy was backed by a standard guitar,
bass, and drum rhythm section, in contrast to
B.B.’s eight-piece lineup, which included four
horn players and a pianist as well. By the time
the “King of Blues” sent his band out to warm
the audience up with a couple of straight
forward instrumental numbers, the audience
was more than ready for some ofthe songs King
has made concert staples for decades.
Interestingly, however, the show highlighted
more recent pieces like “Bad Case of Love” and
the “Thrill is Gone”, with less emphasis on his
older standards. He did open the show with
“Let The Good Times Roll”, and one of the
highlights of the performance was when he
followed the capricious “Just Like aWoman”
with a rendition of “You Are My Sunshine”,
mainly played on his famous black guitar,
Lucille, as the audience sang the familiar lyrics
for him.
Overall, he played a total offifteen songs for
a set that ran almost 90 minutes. He is not

currently touting in direct support of an al
bum, unlike most large touring acts; however,
one of the songs he chose for this concert is a
piece from a recently released collection of
recordings done with Eric Clapton.
King has been around for quite a few years
- 75 of them, actually, as he pointed out with
a laugh, declaring that he’d “earned the right
to sit if I want to...and I want to” during the
show.
Longtime fans saw a different type of show
from him this tour, with less emphasis on the
guitar playing and more on singing. He mmed
a great deal of the rhythm work over to “The
Fabulous” Leon Warren, an excellent guitarslinger in his own right who added an extra
jazzy twist to some of the standard blues ar
rangements of the mnes.
■Although B.B. appeared to be losing some
ofthe stamina and vitality he had when he was
younger, he more than made up for that in his
rapport and easy dialogue with the audience.
He was quite conversational throughout the
show, giving some anecdotes about his experi

ence and the changes in music over that time.
Bridging the gap between generations, his
performance feltmore like a small gathering at
a friend’s place, than a heavily attended show
next to the World Trade Center.
As B.B. introduced each member of his
backing band, including his nephew Walter,
who plays baritone saxophone, he pointed
out that this lineup had supported him at
shows in 88 different countries.
One of the most striking things you had to
notice at this show was that every one in the
band appeared to be having a great time. The
concert managed to reveal to the audience that
at its heart, this music is about having fun and
living your life well.
It’s clear that an average of274 shows ayear
worth of experience has not dulled the enjoy
ment and pleasure he takes from getting in
front of a crowd and “singing with his guitar”.
It would have been hard not to smile watch
ing this charismatic old blues man finish his
show with a little boogie dance on stage to an
ovation from the crowd.

Barenaked Ladles lives up
to their past hit records
By Michelle Camisa
Journal Staff
With the success of their multi-platinum
album “Stunt,” one would think that the
Barenaked Ladies would rush to capitalize on
their fame, and release a new album within the
following year. But they didn’t. They waited
and worked for two years on their new album
“Maroon.” I can assure you that it was worth
the wait.
Though they have never been a huge main
stream band, BNL has become a staple on
college campuses throughout the country. Al
most as popular as that other well-known
college band, Dave Matthews Band, BNLowes
a lot ofits success to the cult-like following it has
developed.
“Maroon” is a quality pop-rock album,
which calls to mind the Ladies’ earlier works.
The first released single of the album “ Pinch”
is one of the definite highlights. Acatchy tune
with a fast chorus is the closest you will get to
“One Week” on this album. “Pinch” is a song
about finding a life that is bigger than the one
that you are living right now.
Serious lyrics like these make you realize
that BNL is so much more than a one-hit
wonder or another pop band. It’s hard to
balance the silly sound with the serious lyrics,
but BNL seem to be masters at accomplishing
just that.

There are a lot of love songs on the CD,
most memorably “The N ight I fell Asleep at the
Wheel,” a bittersweet love song that ends in a
tragedy

Serious

lyrics like these

MAKE YOU REALIZE THAT

BNL IS so MUCH MORE
THAN A ONE-HIT WONDER
OR ANOTHER POP BAND. IfS
HARD TO BALANCE THE SILLY
SOUND WITH THE SERIOUS
LYRICS, BUT

BNL SEEM TO BE

MASTERS AT ACCOMPLISHING
JUST THAT
Many ofthe tracks on the disk call to mind
the earlier hits of BNLsuch as “Brian Wilson,”
and “Break your Heart.” The opening track,
“Too Little, Too Late,” is classic BNL at their
bestwith catchy tunes and silly lyrics, infused
with serious ones.
The one song that falls flat is “Go Home.”
It is a flat, lesser reproduction of “Life in a
Nutshell.” Besides “Go Home,” the rest of the
songs are above average.
This album seems like a conscious effort by

Barenaked Ladies churn out a quality pop-rock album with their latest
multi-platinum release. 'Maroon.'
the band to distance themselves from the pop
music scene of today. With all the Brittany
Spears and Backstreet Boys out there, BNL
does not belong placed in that category.
Although “Maroon” is a stellar CD, I
wouldn’t recommend it to the first time BNL

listener. Go buy “Gordon,” or the more main
stream “RockSpectacle,” first before you listen
to “Maroon.” You’ll appreciate it so much
more. For long time BNL fans, this CD is the
perfect addition to the ever-growing collection
of BNL CDs.

Crosby, Vast unearths a fresh new breed of music
By Chris Dwyer
Journal Contributer
“It’s time to laugh, it’s time to cry/It’s time
to be whatyou need to be...” Jon Crosby, the
mastermind behind VAST (VisualAudio Sen
sory Theater) finally becomes “what he needs
to be”, musically speaking, in his sophomore
effort.
Taking a page from Trent Reznor
(NineInchNails) bywriting and recording most
ofthe band’s music as a solo, Crosby has taken
a different turn with “Music For People.”
“Music For People” is a fresh breath of air
from the highly dense proportions of the
current rap/rock scene. One would not find
a single groove-oriented track that could be
compared to the distasteful Limp Bizkit or
Kom.
“The Last One Alive,” the opening track,
proves that Crosby’s voice is a great compan
ion to the symphonic background that is lay

ered over the prestige of heavy metal. The
current single “Free” grabs the listeners’ atten
tion with a furious hammer-on riff that bases
the song.
Unlike VAST’s self-titled debut, Crosby
allows for other musicians to record. Drum
mer Steve Clark and basist Thomas Froggatt
tighten the band’s chemistry for a guaranteed
exuberant live performance.
Ballads have a very significant place on
Music For People. Crosby can easily be com
pared to U2’s Bono on “I Don’t Have Any
thing.”
Classic love song with lyrics such as “I don’t
have anything because I don’t have you/I’ve
been stripped of everything...” reinforce the
acoustic melody and the angelic orchestra
sound. “A Better Place” keeps up with an
acoustic base, but falls apart when the chorus
comes around.
Crosby at times tries too hard to allow his
vocals take lead. With every track having an

accompanying symphonic layer, Crosby does
not need to extend the melodies further with
his voice.
“Music For People” is a long step for many
rock fans that are used to the “same ol’ rock n’
roll.” In fact, itmight easily go right over their
heads. VAST and Crosby are impressive on
most of the album’s twelve tracks, but are
almost too impressive with the latter regions of
the record.
“My TV And You” tries to prove a point
about change within society, but carillon and
melody take full lead ofthe song. However, the
keyboards and programming of the album fits
perfectly with most songs.
“What Else Do I Need” and “Und Of
Shame” deepen Crosby’s comprehensive lyrics
by suppressing the “metal” of the band and
sanctioning heavenly orchestra sounds and
voices.
With their odd arrangements ofneo-heavy
metal and layers ofbeautiful traces ofa record

ing orchestra VAST goes against the musical
normality.
Their current single “Free” might barelybe
able to squeeze into mainstream rock radio,
but other hopefuls for singles, such as “The
Gates Of Rock N.’ Roll”, might have trouble
due to the high level of experimentation with
the orchestra.
Although orchestration might now be a
staple in VAST’s music, the tracks on “Music
For People” might be washed away on radio by
the emergence ofthe newer and “hipper” bands
who consider themselves “rapcore” or rap/
rock.
However, “Music for People” is a great
record from the opening acoustic line to the
odd and quite haunting spirits of the closing
instrumental, “LadyOf Dreams.”
VAST is currently embarking on a tour
with rockers Queens ofthe Stone Age. Check
them out on tour, and pick up “Music For
People.”
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Opinions and Editorials
Your potpourri of
bitterness this week
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by Neil O’Callaghan
Things that occurred to me while trying my damnedest to stay awake in
Science 301. The list is long, so try to stay with me here:
• Some people say I’m too mean. I say to them I call it like it is and no
one wants to hear it—right before I tell them to screw.
• My old friend, VeePee of Developmentand Enrollment, Marguerite
Dennis, suffered a broken leg about a month back while trying to learn how
to ride a bike. See? You can’t teach an old dog new tricks. She should just
stick to what comes naturally for her, such as running her departments like
the Gustapo. Seriously, does anyone employed by her really feel like their
opinion matters to her?
• The Theat'ER Department apparently was back at it last Thursday.
Jim Kaufman, listen up, please. The Suffolk Journal is not the theat-ER
Department’s personal PR tool. We’ll coveryou when you make news. You
have plays all the time — the fact that you practice for them is not news. If
you want advertisements, pay for them. If you have a problem with this
suggestion, you can reach me at l-SOO-NO-ONE-CARES-ABOUT-THETHEAT-ER.
• Suffolk has reached landmark status: We have a Starbucks.
• So former SGA president Jason Borneo essentially scammed Suffolk
out of approximately $ 1,200? Not a smart move, Mr. Borneo. Mo-n-e-y is
one of the few things that people over in the Beacon Building actually care
about, making this difficult to sweep under the rug. Anyhow, I’m going to
go out on a limb and say that nothing major will happen to Borneo or
bastion of student leadership, Donna Schmidt. IfBorneo gets banned from
Student Activites, what kind of punishment is that? He teased his retirement
from student government last year several times. Boo hoo. Oh well. I’m still
waiting for The SuffolkJournaloxe^Sx card to arrive. Can you say, Jacuzzi?
• Ofthe three candidates runn ing for president ofstudent government,
none are really very appealing to me. Alayna Van Tassel seems organized
enough to do a good job, but that semester away in Washington hurt—she
didn’t get to see what a circus SGA became while she was away. ErikTravers
would easily be the lead candidate if not for that other organization he
associates himselfwith (TKE). It will be tough to take a president seriously
whose group stands aroundwith signs such as “Nice Rack” or “APerfect 10.”
That leaves my choice, Pete Morello. And why would I vote for him? Because
he can dance circles around the other candidates! And he’s been on one of
those funniest home videos shows! Which brings me to...
• “Where have you gone, Frank Georgio? Our Student Activities Center
turns its lonely eyes to you. ”
• As an aside, Donna Schmidt is still employed by Suffolk University. I
find that fact is further proof that organization and intelligence are not atop
the list of qualifications necessary for job security here at Suffolk. That’s
probably why my stint as administrative assistant in the development office
fell flat—I couldn’t master those two magical mindless words: “Yes sir!"
• The only thing TKE proved in their rating of the freshmen females
during move-in weekend was that the only way this organization can get any
notice is by showing just why they are the joke ofthe SmdentActivities Center.
Speaking of jokes, was I the only one who was not surprised that Aurelio
Valente’s encounter with the boys in TKE was “unproductive?” Imagine a 5foot Frank Cz (better known as the voice of Fozzy the Bear) reprimanding
you for inappropriate behavior. I know I’m intimidated.
• Here’s the sum of Borneo’s presidency: After all the Mickey-Mouseaccomplishments, he was more or less a nice guy who couldn’t put his foot
down when SGA needed someone to step up and lead. His opinions were
basically regurgitated opinions from Schmidt. Let’s hope Van Tassel can do
things a little different.
• If there are going to be any changes made to the 2000 edition of Fall
Fest, it should be made more like the “GongShow” and give me the friggin’
gong. I don’t even need to see the acts: Gong... gong... gong. There you go,
what used to be a two-hour fiasco is a 20-minute carwash.
• Why do people in the Student Activities Cffice think that the staff of
TheSuffolkJoumal^oyAA teach the people in the Beacon Yearbook how
to perform lay out and design tasks on a computer? Shouldn’t their advisor,
Lydia Sadusingh, be able to handle that? How do you become the advisor
for a club that requires desktop publishing if you know nothing about
Adobe PageMaker? What, did she just draw the short straw? Which brings
me to...
• Anyone else think that The SuffolkJournal, WSFR, WSUB and the
Beacon Yearbook'fiovlA be better off under the Communications and
Journalism Department rather than the local buffoon warehouse known
as Student Activities?
• I noticed the Registrar’s Cffice had a little problem with some new
software installed. Of course, when everything came back online, I still
remained three credits and a Science 301 requirement away from a diploma.
Oh well. I’ll guess I’ll just keep hacking away.
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US attempts to stop Columbian drug-traffic
by Nicolas Grabenheimer
Once again the shadow ofUS intervention
looms large over Latin America, this time in the
form of a 1.3 billion-dollar “aid” package,
dubbed ‘Plan Colombia,’ recently approved
by the US Senate. This latest attack on Latin
American sovereignty, an attack against the
progressive sectors of Colombia disguised as a
war against drug trafficking, threatens to make
Colombia the next Vietnam, as well as jeopar
dize the stability of the entire region. The true
aims of ‘Plan Colombia’ are to destroy the
Colombian revolutionary movement through
a military offensive spear-headed by US strate
gic direction and technology in order to make
Colombia safe for investment, legal or other
wise, and make ityet another Latin American
victim of neocolonialism.
US propaganda for ‘Plan Colombia’ at
tempts to depict it as a social plan, an image the
mass media dutifully tried to sell the world with
shots of President Bill Clinton dancing folk
music and playing with Colombian children.
However, the truth is that it is a recipe for an

all out war.
Most of the 1.3 billion dollars in aid is
military, such as sending advisors to help in
counter-insurgency matters (the same “advi
sors” that were sent to Vietnam), or the 60
blackhawkhelicopters that arebeing provided
to the Colombian military. Interesting to note
is the fact that the US “defenders of democ
racy” have no qualms about making a military
with one ofthe worst human rights’ records in
the world and extensive ties to paramilitary
death squads it’s third largest aid recipient (the
first two are Egypt and Turkey, not precisely
“bastions of democracy” themselves) when it
suits them. Yet, it is these same decision-makers
that bomb nations into ruins for not respect
ing human rights.
The only thing that can be achieved by ‘ Plan
Colombia’ is to give the Colombian military
the confidence boost it needs, tempting it once
again to attempt an all out war against the
insurgents, something the rebel movement has
already made ear it will not accept. The FARCEPs (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-People’s Army) declaring Clinton “per
sona non-grata” in Colombia and the subse

quent attacks against police and military posts
the day ofClinton’s visit made this quite clear.
As Raul Reyes, a FARC-EP commander, said,
“Plan Colombia is a plan forwar and an attack
on Colombian national sovereignty, which
will be resisted as such.”
Through its inevitable escalation of the
conflict ‘ Plan Colombia’ edges Colombia closer
and closer to a Vietnam scenario. All the
elements are already in place. The hundreds of
US advisors, the military aid, the propaganda
about the “Red Threat,” only this time thinly
veiled as a drug war in order to appease public
opinion which would most likely not support
such an endeavor. Finally, last week came what
confirmed to all the US’ plans for Colombia,
when Clinton said, “Colombia is not Viet
nam.” Clinton’s words echoed Kennedy’s “this
[Vietnam] is not Korea” statement.
The consequences ofthis are evident. ‘Plan
Colombia,’ through the indiscriminate use of
chemical and biological substances and the
escalation of the armed conflict will mean
threats to the health and well being of the
general Colombian population, crops and
environment, a massive forced exodus of peas

ants (there are already over 1 million internally
displaced people in Colombia), and a destabi
lization of the entire region (Peru, Ecuador,
Brazil, and Venezuela) as rebels attempt to
regroup in regions outside the reach of‘Plan
Colombia.’ Furthermore, as the ties between
the 5,000-member strong United Self-Defense
Forces of Colombia, otherwise known as ex
treme right paramilitary death squads, and the
Colombian military are well known, money
that goes to the military is also money that goes
to the paramilitaries. This can only mean a
strengthening of their confidence and capa
bilities, which will mean more attacks on guer
rillas, labor figures, and political organizers, as
well as more massacres of innocent peasants, as
in the eyes ofthe paramilitaries all peasants are
potential communists, hence better off dead.
The risks of ‘Plan Colombia’ are so obvious
that even one of the US’ greatest allies in
endeavors of imperialist destruction and war
mongering. Great Britain, is expressing doubts
about its viability. British cabinet member Mo
‘PLAN COLUMBIA’
continued on Page 10

Welcome to Suffolk and to the “real world”
by Lara Johnson
As students jump into their classes for the
new fall 2000 semester they should also try to
keep in mind the many emerging issues of this
significant time, beyond the classroom. The
year 2000, aside from any importance people
may associate simply with the date, seems to be
the beginning of a new era in a world that is
evolving at an exponential rate.
However, it is important, especially for
students on the brink of entering this everchanging world, to pay attention to the direc
tion in which we evolve as a society. What is the
nature of the direction we are headed, and
where will it take us? These are important
questions to consider.
Why is it that for as many improvements in
living conditions have been made for some,
major setbacks are enforced upon other people,
animals and the environment? It is difficult to
ignore that despite all the new medical ad
vancements made, many more people still die
of preventable diseases and hunger. Enor

mous and interconnected problems such as
these are plaguing the globe in this age, and it
often seems that no one can, or wants, to do
anything about it.
That is why it is especially important-for
students, such as those attending Suffolk, to
step back from their studies for a moment to
reflect upon what they can do, or discontinue
doing in order to make the world, as a whole,
a better place.
Getting a degree in order to have a “good”
job, and make “lots” of money often tends to
put blinders on students whose goals are set
firmly amongst the ranks of the status quo,
creating a self-serving breed of new workers
every year. What these students often forget is
to look at the bigger picture of how their
actions will affect the rest of the world, not to
mention our future.
Too often the latent effect is overlooked for
short-term profit and personal gain. That
kind of thinking is what has led us to a wide
spread environmental crisis, as well as to the
misfortune of millions of people in the favor
of the rich and powerful few.

However, as out of control as things may
seem, the extremity ofour situation has caused
many people to “wake up” in recent years, to
realize that we do not have to continue down
the same destructive path that humankind has
been on.
It has also been recognized that we do not
have to sacrifice all the positive things we have
achieved in order to create change. It is in the
way that people think and relate to the world
that true and lasting change for the better can
be achieved. It is in defeating outmoded sys
tems and archetypes that no longer serve the
best interests of the planet and all its inhabit
ants.
Needless to say, because the opposition to
such dramatic change is so strong and deeply
rooted, it is especially imperative that smdents
begin to act now, before we too, find ourselves
a part of a system that cares only to enslave us
and use us for its own near-sighted purposes.
With the presidential election upon us, many
issues are being brought out that should be
given further thought and investigation by the
common people. There are also many issues of

a similar nature that are nofbeing brought up,
at least in mainstream politics.
This is why some students here at Suffolk
are working to form a new student organiza
tion that will attempt to educate and involve
students in the political, social, economic, and
environmental issues we are facing today.
It’s basic aim, as yet discussed, will be to
bring together students at Suffolk who are
interested in, and concerned about what they
see going on the world, from a local to a global
scale. Involved students will have a chance to
exchange information, participate in various
actions, and to hopefully represent the school
as a part ofa growing movement toward j ustice
and balance for the new century.
The sooner we begin to recognize and act
upon the problems we face now, the sooner we
will be able to look forward to a brighter
future. As cliche as it might sound, it all starts
here, so next time you think about just getting
your degree and getting into the rea/world,
think about what you can do here and now,
because this zsthe real world, and it needs your
help.

Governmental control has gotten out of hand
by Glenn Maffei
They don’tneed me, but they got me. I mean
nothing to these people. All they want out of
me is some level of participation in a growing
economy and this routine-infested society. They
pretend like they care, and I suppose to some
extent some in this organization do care, but
I firmly believe that it is all about control.
The government, that is, and much ofwhat
they do and enforce is where my conflict of
interest lies. I am not arguing with all govern
ment involvement in my life, although it may

seem that way in this bitter tale. I am, however,
disputing the level of how much the govern
ment actively participates in our daily lives.
More than anything else, I am attempting a
somewhat uneducated foreshadowing of the
police state and forced routine that maybe to
come - the results ofwhich will undoubtedly
be felt in any generation that attempts to rebel
against this organized culture.
Be concerned, trust me. You don’t have to
know me to trust me.
Be concerned when you live in Sharon,
Mass., 23 miles south of Boston and you are
subject to unreasonable fines (any fine is un

reasonable for this offense) for smoking ciga
rettes in public. I dare you to stand on any
street comer in this town and defy this law and,
when the cop demands you either move or put
your cigarette out, to challenge the authority.
I know from experience and observation
that police officers can do whatever they want
at that point and get away with it if they do it
right (but that’s another story and next week’s
column).
Also in Sharon and neighboring Westwood
and elsewhere, it is unlawful (I hate that word)
to sell liquor to anyone, an apparently clear
violation to the 2 (“Amendment to the Con

stitution. This amendment repealed the 18’''
Amendment, which prohibited the “manufac
ture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating
liquors... within the United States.”
But beyond all that, why do they do it? Why
do they tell me I have to wear my seatbelt when
I choose not to and it’s my life on the line? Why
do they tell me what age I can begin drinking
alcohol at or what television and radio can
show me and tell me, or whether or not it’s all
right to do drugs?
MAFFEI
continued on Page 10

Freedom Fest / Hemp Fest descends on the Common
by Mike Gerskovich
Holas amigos! Mike Gerskovich here. So
tell me, how many of ya’ll attended Freedom
Fest 2000? Well you better be sure that I did.
There’s no way I’d skip the greatest rally ofthe
year, not to mention miss an opportunity to
have a killer session in the park!
I have to admit though that I wasn’t exactly
sure what to expect from this year’s festival. I
mean I’ve heard story’s before from my bud
dies; like their older brothers went and said

that the entire Boston Common was full of
kids groovin’ and smoking, and that the deal
ers gave out free samples of their product
because theywant to do their part for the rally
too. One of my buddies even said that a few
years ago his sister went and she saw a cop giving
his horse a joint!
Until last weekend j
Bostononcelastyearvj^^^^yp^^^^^^^^^

my younger brothers

I on one of those

duckboattours.Iwas^3^^^^j^^^^^j^^Com-

rnonwassoinsteadof4i^i„g^Il,j^^
Weston, my buds andj

train. Bad idea. Who the hell designed the
subways in this city anyway?
Eventually we got to Park Street (that’s the
subway stop at the Common) and the station
was like, full of fellow freedom fighters from
the suburbs. Who says kids these days don’t
have anything to fight for? Not me that’s for

chicks! Except for this one like political chick
who tried to give me some piece of paper with
a picture of some guy in jail on it, she was all
“Free so and so!” I said, “Screw that.” Get
caught for the crime, do the time, that’s what
Isay.
That chick kind of got me down with her

damn sure.

politics, butthatdidn’tlasttoolong, WBCN,

Anyway, by the time I walked down to
where all the action was taking place, the bands
had already begun to play some wicked loud
and heavyjams. There were people everywhere
with dreadlocks and tattoos and TONS ofhot

the best damn radio station in the world, was
handing out FREE bumper stickers that said
FREEDOM FEST
continued on Page 10
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US attempts to stop Columbian drug-traffic
by Nicolas Grabenheimer
Once again the shadow of US intervention
looms large over Latin America, this time in the
form of a 1.3 billion-dollar “aid” package,
dubbed ‘Plan Colombia,’ recently approved
by the US Senate. This latest attack on Latin
American sovereignty, an attack against the
progressive sectors of Colombia disguised as a
war against drug trafficking, threatens to make
Colombia the next Vietnam, as well as jeopardize the stability of the entire region. The true
aims of ‘Plan Colombia’ are to destroy the
Colombian revolutionary movement through
a military offensive spear-headed by US strate
gic direction and technology in order to make
Colombia safe for investment, legal or other
wise, and make ityet another Latin American
victim of neocolonialism.
US propaganda for ‘Plan Colombia’ at
tempts to depict it as a social plan, an image the
massmedia dutiftilly tried to sell the world with
shots of President Bill Clinton dancing folk
music and playing with Colombian children.
However, the truth is that it is a recipe for an

all out war.
Most of the 1.3 billion dollars in aid is
military, such as sending advisors to help in
counter-insurgency matters (the same “advi
sors” that were sent to Vietnam), or the 60
black hawk helicopters that are being provided
to the Colombian military. Interesting to note
is the fact that the US “defenders of democ
racy” have no qualms about making a military
with one of the worst human rights’ records in
the world and extensive ties to paramilitary
death squads it’s third largest aid recipient (the
first two are Egypt and Turkey, not precisely
“bastions of democracy” themselves) when it
suits them. Yet, itis these same decision-makers
that bomb nations into ruins for not respect
ing human rights.
The only thing that can be achieved by ‘ Plan
Colombia’ is to give the Colombian military
the confidence boost it needs, tempting it once
again to attempt an all out war against the
insurgents, somethingthe rebelmovement has
already made ear it will not accept. The FARCEPs (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-People’s Army) declaring Clinton “per
sona non-grata” in Colombia and the subse

quent attacks against police and military posts
the day ofClinton’s visit made this quite clear.
As Raul Reyes, a FARC-EP commander, said,
“Plan Colombia is a plan for war and an attack
on Colombian national sovereignty, which
will be resisted as such.”
Through its inevitable escalation of the
conflict ‘Plan Colombia’ edges Colombia closer
and closer to a Vietnam scenario. All the
elements are already in place. The hundreds of
US advisors, the military aid, the propaganda
about the “RedThreat,” only this time thinly
veiled as a drug war in order to appease public
opinion which would most likely not support
such an endeavor. Finally, last week came what
confirmed to all the US’ plans for Colombia,
when Clinton said, “Colombia is not Viet
nam.” Clinton’swords echoed Kennedy’s “this
[Vietnam] is not Korea” statement.
The consequences of this are evident. ‘Plan
Colombia,’ through the indiscriminate use of
chemical and biological substances and the
escalation of the armed conflict will mean
threats to the health and well being of the
general Colombian population, crops and
environment, a massive forced exodus of peas

ants (there are already over 1 million internally
displaced people in Colombia), and a destabi
lization of the entire region (Peru, Ecuador,
Brazil, and Venezuela) as rebels attempt to
regroup in regions outside the reach of‘Plan
Colombia.’ Furthermore, as the ties between
the 5,000-member strong United Self-Defense
Forces of Colombia, otherwise known as ex
treme right paramilitary death squads, and the
Colombian military are well known, money
that goes to the military is also money that goes
to the paramilitaries. This can only mean a
strengthening of their confidence and capa
bilities, which will mean more attacks on guer
rillas, labor figures, and political organizers, as
well as more massacres of innocent peasants, as
in the eyes ofthe paramilitaries all peasants are
potential communists, hence better off dead.
The risks of ‘Plan Colombia’ are so obvious
that even one of the US’ gteatest allies in
endeavors of imperialist destruction and war
mongering, GreatBritain, is expressing doubts
about its viability. British cabinet member Mo

‘PLAN COLUMBIA’
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Welcome to Suffolk and to the “real world”
by Lara Johnson
As students jump into their classes for the
new fall 2000 semester they should also try to
keep in mind the many emerging issues of this
significant time, beyond the classroom. The
year 2000, aside from any importance people
may associate simply with the date, seems to be
the beginning of a new era in a world that is
evolving at an exponential rate.,
However, it is important, especially for
kudents on the brink of entering this everchanging world, to pay attention to the direc
tion in which we evolve as a society. What is the
nature of the direction we are headed, and
where will it take us? These are important
questions to consider.
Why is it that for as many improvements in
living conditions have been made for some,
major setbacks are enforced upon other people,
animals and the environment? It is difficult to
ignore that despite all the new medical ad
vancements made, many more people still die
of preventable diseases and hunger. Enor

mous and interconnected problems such as
these are plaguing the globe in this age, and it
often seems that no one can, or wants, to do
anything about it.
That is why it is especially important for
students, such as those attending Suffolk, to
step back from their studies for a moment to
reflect upon what they can do, or discontinue
doing in order to make the world, as a whole,
a better place.
Getting a degree in order to have a “good”
job, and make “lots” of money often tends to
put blinders on students whose goals are set
firmly amongst the ranks of the status quo,
creating a self-serving breed of new workers
every year. What these students often forget is
to look at the bigger picture of how their
actions will affect the rest of the world, not to
mention our future.
Too often the latent effect is overlooked for
short-term profit and personal gain. That
kind of thinking is what has led us to a wide
spread environmental crisis, as well as to the
misfortune of millions of people in the favor
of the rich and powerful few.

However, as out of control as things may
seem, the extremity ofour situation has caused
many people to “wake up” in recent years, to
realize that we do not have to continue down
the same destructive path that humankind has
been on.
It has also been recognized that we do not
have to sacrifice all the positive things we have
achieved in order to create change. It is in the
way that people think and relate to the world
that true and lasting change for the better can
be achieved. It is in defeating outmoded sys
tems and archetypes that no longer serve the
best interests of the planet and all its inhabit
ants.
Needless to say, because the opposition to
such dramatic change is so strong and deeply
rooted, it is especially imperative that students
begin to actnow, before we too, find ourselves
a part of a system that cares only to enslave us
and use us for its own near-sighted purposes.
With the presidential election upon us, many
issues are being brought out that should be
given further thought and investigation by the
common people. There are also many issues of

a similar nature that are wofbeing brought up,
at least in mainstream politics.
This is why some students here at Suffolk
are working to form a new student organiza
tion that will attempt to educate and involve
students in the political, social, economic, and
environmental issues we are facing today.
It’s basic aim, as yet discussed, will be to
bring together students at Suffolk who are
interested in, and concerned about what they
see going on the world, from a local to a global
scale. Involved students will have a chance to
exchange information, participate in various
actions, and to hopefully represent the school
as a part of a growing movement toward j ustice
and balance for the new century.
The sooner we begin to recognize and act
upon the problems we face now, the sooner we
will be able to look forward to a brighter
future. As cliche as it might sound, it all starts
here, so next time you think about just getting
your degree and getting into the rea/world,
think about what you can do here and now,
because this Athe real world, and it needs your
help.

Governmental control has gotten out of hand
by Glenn Maffei
They don’t need me, but they got me. I mean
nothing to these people. All they want out of
me is some level of participation in a growing
economy and this routine-infested society. They
pretend like they care, and I suppose to some
extent some in this organization do care, but
I firmly believe that it is all about control.
The government, that is, and much ofwhat
they do and enforce is where my conflict of
interest lies. I am not arguing with all govern
ment involvement in my life, although it may

seem that way in this bitter tale. I am, however,
disputing the level of how much the govern
ment actively participates in our daily lives.
More than anything else, I am attempting a
somewhat uneducated foreshadowing of the
police state and forced routine that maybe to
come - the results ofwhich will undoubtedly
be felt in any generation that attempts to rebel
against this organized culture.
Be concerned, trust me. You don’t have to
know me to trust me.
Be concerned when you live in Sharon,
Mass., 23 miles south of Boston and you are
subject to unreasonable fines (any fine is un

reasonable for this offense) for smoking ciga
rettes in public. I dare you to stand on any
street comer in this town and defy this law and,
when the cop demands you either move or put
your cigarette out, to challenge the authority.
I know from experience and observation
that police officers can do whatever they want
at that point and get away with it if they do it
right (but that’s another story and next week’s
column).
Also in Sharon and neighboring Westwood
and elsewhere, it is unlawful (I hate that word)
to sell liquor to anyone, an apparently clear
violation to the 21“ Amendment to the Con

stitution. This amendment repealed the 1 S'*'
Amendment, which prohibited the “manufac
ture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating
liquors... within the United States.”
But beyond all that, why do they do it? Why
do they tell me I have to wear my seatbelt when
I choose not to and it’s my life on the line? Why
do they tell me what age I can begin drinking
alcohol at or what television and radio can
show me and tell me, or whether or not it’s all
right to do drugs?

MAFFEI
continued on Page 10

Freedom Fest/ Hemp Fest descends on the Common
by Mike Gerskovich
Holas amigos! Mike Gerskovich here. So
tell me, how many ofya’ll attended Freedom
Fest 2000? Well you better be sure that I did.
There’s no way I’d skip the greatest rally ofthe
year, not to mention miss an opportunity to
have a killer session in the park!
I have to admit though that I wasn’t exactly
sure what to expect from this year’s festival. I
mean I’ve heard story’s before from my bud
dies; like their older brothers went and said

that the entire Boston Common was full of
kids groovin’ and smoking, and that the deal
ers gave out free samples of their product
because they want to do their part for the rally
too. One of my buddies even said that a few
years ago his sister went and she saw a cop giving
his horse a joint!
Until last weekend I had only been into
Boston once, last year when my parents took
my younger brothers and I on one of those
duckboat tours. I wasn’tsure where the Com
mon was so instead of driving all the way from
Weston, my buds and I decided to take the

train. Bad idea. Who the hell designed the
subways in this city anyway?
Eventually we got to Park Street (that’s the
subway stop at the Common) and the station
was like, full of fellow freedom fighters from
the suburbs. Who says kids these days don’t
have anything to fight for? Not me that’s for
damn sure.
Anyway, by the time I walked down to
where all the action was taking place, the bands
had already begun to play some wicked loud
and heavyjams. There were people everywhere
with dreadlocks and tattoos and TONS ofhot

chicks! Except for this one like political chick
who tried to give me some piece of paper with
a picture of some guy in jail on it, she was all
“Free so and so!” I said, “Screw that.” Get
caught for the crime, do the time, that’s what
Isay.
That chick kind of got me down with her
politics, but that didn’t last too long. WBCN,
the best damn radio station in the world, was
handing out FREE bumper stickers that said

FREEDOM FEST
continued on Page 10
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DON'T WAIT!!!
How does this sound???

It's your future
we're talking
about...
So don't miss the
GRE Forums!
Registration begins at 8:00 am
Workshops begin at 8:30 am

EARN MONEY !!

GAIN

i

CAREER EXPERIENCE !!

GREAT FALL JOBS !!

Graduate Schooi exhibits open 10:00 am— 3:30 ptr

Check out our Web site to print a
free admission coupon, www.gre.org

Admission $5.00 —

For more information, call 1-609-771-7670

Radisson Hotel Boston • 200 Stuart Street
Meet one-on-one with more than
100 graduate school representatives
Obtain catalogs, applications, and
financial aid information
Learn how to prepare for the GRE tests

be

Vou

September 23,2000
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Boston, MA
NUUXKTE RECORD
EXRRRNRnONS

GRE
FORUMS

Attend workshops and discussions on
various graduate disciplines
bidiviilusk mfu are tKRing impaced wd nVi to request H MtfprMef must ccnUd EIS al least four weeks prior to
The Forini Sponsored by die GRE eOARD and die Coutidl of Graduate Schools. EDUCAHONAI. irSTING SEKVKE, ETS,
GRAOUAir RECORD EXAMINAIIONS. and GRE are registered trademaris o( Educational testing Service. The modemUed EIS logo b a Irademarii o( Educational Testing Service.
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above
&PA or

STOP by the Co-op Office
NOW and check out all
of the opportunities

AN you need to do is make an
appointment with our office at
20 Ashburton Place, or call for more
info, at 573-8480

Two afternoons o week
can make a difference
to the life of a child.

WORK STUDY AND NON WORK STUDY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Do you have a voice?
Do you want to be heard?

w$l 575 Educationd Award after the
^completion of 600 hours of service
I

^ Free Summer Housing and Summer T Passes

We need reporters, reviewers,
cartoonists, ad managers, or

Extensive Training and Leadership
^ Opportunities.

anything you can help us with.
JUMPSTART

JUMPSTART is an AmeriCorps
program that pairs college
students to work with children
struggling in preschool.

For more information contact:
Morisa Motsudoira, Suffolk Program Coordinator
at (617) 542-5867 x74 or email:

marisa_matsudaira@jstarf.org

Join the Suffolk Journal.

Stop by Donahue 428
or
email us: suffolkjournal@hotmail.com
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Freedom Fest is a new Organizations gather around for
experience for some
■ FREEDOM FEST
continued from Page 7
‘WBCN 3:16’. How cool is that? Its
just like that wrestler dudes slogan,
Stone Cold something or other. I
swear, as soon as my dad lets me drive
his Ford Taurus I’m going to put
that bumper sticker on it.
I’ll tell you something though, I
never expected there to be so many
cops at this thing! They were every
where! Abunch of them were riding
these big horses that looked like they
could have trampled us all ifthey had
wanted to.
But I didn’t let those fascist cops
and their scare tactics get in the way
of me rallying for the legalization of
marijuana.
Shoot if I were like, mayor of
Boston I’d make it illegal for cops to
be jerks. If a cop got caught being a

annual Student Activites Fair

jerk, I’d revoke his donut privileges
for a month! That would teach them.
Plus I’d lower the drinking age to 18
and of course free the weed.
Despite all the fun I had at Free
dom Fest, I also learned some importantfactsaboutweed. It can be used
for making all kinds of useful crap
like paper, clothes and necklaces.
Plus you can use it to get baked!
Dude, even the Constitution was
written on hemp paper. John
Hancock grew like acres of the stuff
man.
Needless to say, I had a killer time
at Freedom Fest2000...even though
I didn’t get high. My friends ditched
me and took the joints with them,
and then I spent all my money on
Italian Sausages and frozen slushes.
Next year though is going to be even
better! See you there hombres!

Photos by:
Niambi Edwards

US attempts to stop
Columbian drug-traffic Government control: out of hand
■ ‘PLAN COLUMBIA’
continued from Page 7
Mowlam voiced concern about ‘Plan
Colombia’, citing the military’s poor
human rights records and the risks
to the Colombian population.
Evidently the U.S. is notblind to
all this, and there is a purpose to the
madness. However, it certainly does
not involve making Colombia “safe
for democracy” or ending the drug
trade. How could it when the US
and the Colombian oligarchy are
key elements of the drug trade? The
fact that great scandals are made
over the small peasant farmers who
grow coca on their small plots of
land in southern Colombia in order
to subsist, while nothing is said ofthe
huge plantations of the drug lords
which operate with paramilitary
protection shows that US interests
lie in destroying rival drug trade com
petitors rather than actually elimi
nating the drug trade. Clear proofof
this lies in the fact that it is precisely
US business that makes producing
coca more profitable for Colom
bian peasants than other crops. The
US is the number one consumer of
Colombian cocaine, and the fact of
the matter is that it is simply more
profitable to make narcotics for
Americans than to produce anything
else.
The US’ ‘Plan Colombia’ aims to
achieve several things for American
business interests. On one hand it
aims to drown the Colombian revo
lutionary movement, thus making
Colombia a safe place for the imple
mentation of the neo-liberal eco
nomic policies which are already
ravaging most of Latin America,
maximizing investor profits while at
the same time destroying public ser
vice sectors, attacking workers rights,
endangering free higher education,
increasing unemployment, and de
stroying national identities and cul
tures. On the other hand it aims to
assert Washington’s dominance over
the region, crushing any that do not
bow to neo-liberalism and “democ
racy,” in much the same fashion as
with the attack on Yugoslavia, which
protected nobody and served only
to destroy the Yugoslav economic

infrastructure, in the hopes of creat
ing future investment opportunities,
in much the same fashion as will
happen in Colombia. Finally,‘Plan
Colombia’ aims to consolidate once
and for all the power of the Colom
bian oligarchy and Colombian sta
tus quo, which means poverty, hun
ger, ignorance and misery for the
people of Colombia.
The great lengths to which the US
is prepared to go to crush the Co
lombian revolution serve to prove
one thing. Despite all the talk about
the “defeat ofcommunism” and the
“endofhistory,” the US ruling class
remains deathly afraid ofrevolution
and the people. ‘Plan Colombia’is
only the latest of many examples of
this. It is a Plan not to combat any
evil, but to subdue a people in revolt
and consolidate US business inter
ests, as usual, at the expense of the
Latin American people. However, if
it is another Vietnam that the US
wants, it is another Vietnam that
they shall have. As Vietnam and
Afghanistan demonstrated, it is not
with money and technology alone
that wars are won. The mountains
of Colombia are inhospitable ter
rain which nobody manages better
than the guerrillas, and short of an
all out bombing campaign there is
nothing that can be done to change
that. The Colombian resistance has
already shown it’s will and ability to
withstand unfavorable odds and has
vowed not to allow the US to write
yet another page of defeat in Latin
American history. Their struggle has
survived for 36 years precisely be
cause ofthe fact thatthey are fighting
to correct undeniable wrongs in Co
lombian society. Theyare an army of
the people, and as such cannot be
defeated simply by injecting some
money and technology into the Co
lombian army. US intervention will
only sway people further to the side
ofthe rebels and lead Colombia into
an all out civil war, the outcome of
which is uncertain to say the least,
but the creation of another Cuba is
not unfeasible, or undesirable, as it
would mean the liberation of one
more Latin American nation from
neoliberalism and colonialism.

■ MAFFEI
continued from Page 7
The answer lies in the
government’s pursuit of control, a
pursuit they are casually winning
while most of us sit back and accept
what society pressures us into accept
ing.
Uh oh, did I say something about
drugs? Someone is about to have an
opinion of their own that likely con
tradicts most of your opinions on
the subject.

Stop reading now because who
ever is writing this must be unedu
cated and uninformed for believing
that something, which the govern
ment has spent many billions of
dollars to prevent and imprisoned
many millions of Americans for
“abusing,” maybe wrong.
That’s right, I said drugs. Legalize
them all and tax the hell out of them.
That move alone will eliminate the
black market. Oh, are they danger
ous? I wasn’t aware of that.
Hey, appreciate your concern and

all, but my health is my business. I will
listen to your advice, but realize I will
choose to do what I want, when I
want, as long as I’m not hurting the
next person
In this society, my principles will
ultimately be the death of the free
dom they pretend that I have. Throw
me in jail. Lock me up and swallow
the key.
You’ve lost control of me and
that’s a dangerous thing when your
pursuit of excellence and organiza
tion requires just the opposite.

FALLPAYROLL SCHEDULE
For Student Employees
PERIOD
COVERED

TIME SHEET
DUE

Ending Saturday

11:00 A.M. Monday

8/20-9/2 (FICA Exempt)
9/3-9/16

mi-9m
10/1-10/14
10/15-10/28
10/29-11/11
11/12-11/25
11/26-12/9
12/10-12/16=^1 Week=^
12/17-12/30

9/1/00 =^Friday=^
9/18/00
10/2/00
10/16/00
10/30/00
11/13/00
11/27/00
12/11/00
12/18/00
12/29/00 =^Friday=^

PAYCHECK
ISSUED
Friday

9/8/00
9/22/00
10/6/00
10/20/00
11/3/00
11/17/00
12/1/00
12/15/00
12/22/00
1/5/01

Time sheets should be submitted to the Payroll Office, 1
Beacon St, 25'^floor by 11:00 A.M. on the dates listed
under the 2""' column above. Paychecks are mailed to
students workers, so be sureyour current address is on the
paperwork you submit to the Payroll Office.
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still cursed after all these
years
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Low salaries keep stingy Bruins
at the bottom of the NHL
■ BRUINS

■ RED SOX
continued from Page 12
of any season.
That “what ifs” cascade upon the mind
like raindrops on a field of seedlings giving
bloom to a thousand radiant imaginings.
What if Buckner makes the play at first?
What ifPiniella doesn’t come upwith Remy’s
drive to right? What if Doyle turns the
double play on bench? What if Aparico
doesn’t slip rounding third? What if it rains
and Lonborg gets the day of rest? What if
Pesky doesn’t hold the ball? What if “The
Kid” goes to Korea? Whatif Frazeedidn’tsell
The Babe?
There have been so many allusions made
to the Red Sox as modern-day Greek heroes,
tragically flawed by an Achilles’ heel of far
more mythic dimensions than any mere lack
of a left-handed stopper out of the bullpen
could ever possibly explain; that one would
think there are more classics professors run
ning around Boston than Kennedy’s. The
most thoroughly Homeric version of this
metaphor holds thatall the countless “what

■ TENNIS TEAM

continued from Page 12
Great things should happen this year for
the girls tennis team, but itwill not be easy. The
conference is as tough as it has ever been with
seven potential teams that could fight for four
playoff spots. The Suffolk Rams are off to a
fast start at 2-0. With the first two wins against
UMass-Boston and Wentworth, the girls are
looking towards their Saturday match with
Emanuel.

ifs” in Red Sox history flow from the first
question. What if Henry Frazee, a dully
human unable to recognize the great gifts
granted him by the gods who was Babe
Ruth, had not sold the wondrous Bambino
down the slime river to the loathsome New
York Yankees. In doing so, of course, he
insulted the gods to such a degree that a curse
has been visited upon the Sox from that day
forward, resulting in an endless series of
ennobling, but ultimately futile, ascents to
the pinnacle of the baseball world.
All this curse ofthe gods stuff maybe just
plain Greek to Joe Fan, who would gladly
trade all the mythic musings of a dozen
modern-day homers for one four-game
thrashing of a National League rival in
October.
A world championship is a transitory
prize. You win it one year, and the next year
you lose it to a bunch of “whozits” from
Cleveland or New York.
But mythology, like the mythology woven
through the history of our team and re
corded in these pages, renews itself and is
ours forever.
“Saturday will be a true test for us,” said
Polacco. “It will be a good indicator as to how
the team will shape up.”
“Our goal is to make it to the Final Four of
the conference championships. The girls that
were on the ’98 championship team are hun
gry to get back,” said Polacco. “They are all
working very hard. ”
The Rams are certainly on their way after
their 2-0 start. They should be exciting to
watch this year.

continued from Page 12

notion that Eric Lindros would ever wear a
Bruins jersey is laughable. Nor do they want to
spend the money on their own mid-profile
players. Nor do they want to spend the money
on their own backup goal tender who thrives
in that position, like Rob Tallas.
Despite whatAssistantGMMike O’Connell
says, Joe Thornton, Sergei Samsonov and
Anson Carter are no closer to signing con
tracts today than last May when the Bruins
season mercifully came to an end. Two years
ago when Buffalo ran over the Bruins two
years ago in the playoffs, this trio (all less than
three years into the league) proved it wasn’t
ready to carry the team to success. However,
instead ofbuilding on that season, the Bruins
simply let many of its supporting cast skate
away via free agency.
Now Carter wants a trade and there have
been no developments with either Thornton
or Samsonov. Granted, they are probably
seeking salaries they have yet to come close to
earningyet, but the management is so far away
from giving anything, the team will have to
hope perennial minor-leaguers, Cameron
Mann, Andre Savage and Eric Nickulas can
combine for the 20 goals that Carter probably
would have scored had he been signed.
Who knows, maybe one of those rookies

might have a breakout year. And next year,
when they go to re-sign, they’ll get the same run
around that Thornton, Samsonov and Carter
are getting. It’s a vicious cycle that just keeps
going around and around, effectively nullify
ing any chance the Bruins have to be competi
tive.
Last season, the Bruins traded away their
only marketable player in Raymond Bourque,
who had achieved icon status about 10 years
previous. The Bruins simply up and admitted
towards the latter part of last season that they
simply weren’t going to make the playoffs, nor
would they be able to compete for the Stanley
Cup in the next two years. So they mercifully
granted Bourque away to a perennial con
tender in Colorado. When they did that, they
traded away their only marquee player who
could sell tickets.
The only thingfor sure is that owner Jeremy
Jacobs is the Grinch who stole hockey from the
Hub. In a traditional hockey town like Boston,
it’s sad to see the once-proud Bruins playing
before a half-filled FleetCenter. No one in
management can figure outwhy the people just
don’t come out any more for this team. I’d be
willing to bet that with a more competitive
product, people would be watching the Bru
ins.
As for me, I don’t really want to pay $58 to
see Eric Nickulas. Do you?

Suffolk Women’s Tennis
Game Results Suffolk vs. UMassBoston
Andrea Leishman 2-6,64, 6-3
LizRingler6-l,64)
Heather Orkney 6-2,6-2

Jen Simmons 0-6,6-2
Marcela Molina 7-6, 6-2
Stephanie Hawkes 6-0,6-0

(LASS OF 2004
Do you want to make a difference on campus?
Do you want to make decisions that affect your class?

IfsOy then do it. RUN FOR SGA!
Election Information
Packets available: Until September 22”^ in
Student Activities Office. 5^^ Floor Donahue
Election Speeches: Tuesday, October 3"^^, 1:00pm
Any questions: Call 573-8322
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SPORTS
The Rams ready to rumble at their
home opener in the Boiler Room
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The Lady Rams’ volleyball team
will look to its three returning play
ers for leadership this season among
a crop of new players.
Already 2-0 in the Great North
east Athletic Conference (2-2 over
all), the team has chalked up wins
against Daniel Webster, 3-0, and
Simmons, 3-1.
First-year coach, James Feeleyand
assistant coach, Elaine Schwager
have already noticed improvement
in their team. The two expect a con
stant progression as the season goes
on.
“The team gets better and better
each match,” said Feeley. “We expect
dedication and outwork ethic is our

We

expect

DEDICATION AND OUR
WORK ETHIC IS OUR
GREATEST ASSET.
- CoachJames Feeley
greatest asset.
Work they have, and it has al
ready been noticed. Freshman Jen
Harrington has been named Rookie
of the Week by the league.
“She is a major force in the middle.
She disrupts the offense and is a great
blocker. The opponents front line
plays around her,” said Feeley.

Captainsjen Cavino and Melanie
Brouillette, both seniors, will be
needed as leaders for the fledgling
squad. The two seniors remember
last year’s premature exit from the
GNAC tournament after loosing to
Emmanuel College 3-1 in the open
ing round. This season the team seeks
redemption.
Sophomore Nasty Galper will
also play a pivotal role in Suffolk’s
success.
“Nastya is extremely athletic and
can hit the ballveryhard,” said Feeley.
“She is a major offensive force. When
we played Simmons, they have no
answer to her.”
The Rams will play their home
opener Thursday in the Boiler Room
at 7 p.m., one of the only three home
games Suffolk will play this season.

Lance Morganelli - Journal Staff

Let the games begin...
The women’s gymnastic team finished fourth after an amazing
comebackTuesday night. After the women’s less-than-perfect perfor
mance on Saturday, the ladies fought hard to achieve 2"^ place after
six rotations, only to be overcome by Russia and China. Romania
won the gold followed by Russia with Silver and China finished with
bronze.
The Dream Team (yes anotherone) easily walked away with a win
over Italy, 93-61. Surprise, surprise.
The Chinese men won Olympic gold for the first time in history
in men’s gymnastics. Ukraine tooksilver and Russia won bronze. The
U.S. team finished fifth, although entering the last rotation within
striking distance of the bronze, a fall on the high bar leftBlaine and
the boys medal-less.
The much anticipated rematch of last year’s World Cup final,
China tied the U.S. women’s soccer team in the 67'’’ minute after
Chinese captain Sun launched a 33-yard free kick to score. Both
teams stand at 1-0-1.
All four U.S. teams have advanced in beach volleyball play. The
women’s teams, Annett Davis and JenniferJohnson in addition to the
duo of Misty May and Holly McPeak won both their matches and
advance to the winner’s bracket. The team of Dain Blanton and Eric
Fonoimoana won to advance to the winners bracket while Rob
Heidger and Kevin Wong advanced after winning in the elimination
bracket.
The streak is over. After 112 consecutive wins, America’s domi
nance in softball was handed a shocking defeat by Japan. Two
separate errors by second baseman Dot Richardson in the 11th
inning overshadowed five innings of excellentrelief pitching by ace
Michele Smith who was tagged with the 2-1 loss. The Americans are
still in contention for a gold medal.
American Megan Quann, the 16-year-old swimmer, won gold in
the 100-meter breaststroke. Quann predicted gold months ago,
saying she would beat South Africa’s Penny Heyns, the defending
Olympic champion.
The U.S. baseball team beatSouthAfrica 11-1. Pitcher Jon Rauch
struck out 13 batters in seven innings.
The U.S. women’s water polo team was handed a defeat from
Australia on Tuesday in a 7-6 defeat.
Jimmy Pedro of Lawrence, the world lightweight judo champion,
was defeated by Anatoly Laryukov of Belarus in the bronz-medal
match.
Total U.S. medal count: 18

Suffolk Captain Jen Cavino

Women’s tennis begins a
promising season
By David Maratea
Journal Contributor
Energy circulates Suffolk Univer
sity as another fall sports season is
upon us. Teams are looking forward
to the first game to show all of the
hard work that they put in the off
season. That can trulybe said for the
women’s tennis team.
“ Everyone is working together to
improve their game,” said first-year
head coach Len Polacco.
The team started organized prac
tices on Sept. 5 at the Boston Basket
ball City indoor and outdoor courts.
“We have done many drills to
improve,” explains Polacco. “We
have done conditioning, team tennis
drills and match play situations.”
Coach Polacco is very excited
about his team this season.
“We have good numbers this
year,” he said. “It is good because it
gives a coach flexibility with the studentathlete.”
The team is made up of 11 play

ers, which consists of 3 seniors, 3
juniors, 4 sophomores, and a fresh
man.
The team is lead by its cocaptains
Liz Ringlet and Andrea Leishman,
both who bring experience to the
team. Ringlet and Leishman along
with junior Jen Simmons, were on
the 1998 team that won the confer
ence championship.
Other players on the roster in
clude juniors Katie Bugler and
Heather Orkney, sophomores Jen
Droney, Katie Donovan, Hannah
Ladouceur, and Marcela Molina,
and freshman Stefanie Hawkes.
Hawkes has shown great promise,
alreadywinningherfirstsingles match
against UMass-Boston and receiving
conference rookie of the week hon
ors.

TENNIS TEAM
continued on Page 11

Boston Bruins Blunder
By Neil O’Callaghan
Journal Staff
Of the four major teams in the
area (for the last time, MLS doesn’t
count), I follow the Bruins more
closely than any other.
As a fan of the game, it’s a lovehate relationship that I have with the
Boston Bruins. I love the team, I hate
the management.
I cannot figure out how it is that
any team in the National Hockey
League can continually strive for me
diocrity. Bad teams nowadays either
stop spending the money or admit
that they simply cannot compete.
Ah, but the Bruins...
They continually put on this fa
cade that they are (trying to be) a
competitive team. With the highest

priced ticket in the league, the Bruins
boast the most predictable on-ice
product. The offense is bland and
boring. The defense allows more scor
ing opportunities than a cheap pros
titute with a crisp $20 bill. Once an
opposing team scores three goals,
chances are, the game is over. They
refuse to re-sign their younger talent,
establishing a core of players to gel.
I’m going to go out on a limb and
state that this year’s team will pre
dictably finish around or just under
.500—just like last year’s team did.
The Bruins have made it. clear
that they do not want to spend the
money on high-profile players, so the

dives for a ball.

The Red Sox:
history in the
making
By Matthew G.
Naughton
Journal Contributor
The Boston Red Sox are prob
ably the most amusing team in base
ball history. This is not to say that
they are or ever have been a funny
team with rosters full ofzany charac
ters like “Marvelous” Marvor “Uek,”
Dizzy, Daffy, or the Ol’ Professor.
Jim Rice was definitely not Bill Cosby
inspikes.
When the history of twentiethcentury baseball is written, it will,
without a doubt, belong to New
YorkYankees-statisticallyspeaking.
The Yankees have more pennants,
more playoffs, more World Series,
most 56game hitting streaks, most
60-homeruns seasons, most players
starting 2,130 games in a row, most
players’ numbers retired, most cen
ter field monuments, most times
managed Billy Martin, most dollars
spent by George Steinbrenner, most
Reggiebars.
But there will be another side of
the game in the future for the histo
rians to deal with. That side will
belong to the Boston Red Sox, whose
grip on the baseball imagination
defies so much of the statistical logic
upon which the game is built. There
has not been a single World Series
championship in 87 years for the
Red Sox. Yet, has there ever been a
history that’s inspired as much sym
pathetic passion as with the Red
Sox? Maybe Robert E. Lee. Maybe
theSpanishLoyalists.
They’re the greatest “whatif’ team
in sports, and that’s what makes
them baseball’s most amusing team.
Their power to divert, bemuse, be
wilder, and absorb lies in their ability
to engage us long after the final out

BRUINS

RED SOX
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